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      Curriculum Vitae

      
        
        An interactive timeline of my professional and academic experiences. 
 
 With photos, descriptions and downloadable PDF.

      

    

    

    
    
      Projects Portfolio

      
        
        A collection of various projects: from my time at Blue Sky Solar Racing, personal and academia. 

 Includes FPGAs, power converters, 2x solar car controller low-voltage systems, spinning batteries, finger-controlled robotic arms, etc…

      

    

    
  





  
  
    Power Converter FPGA Controller (UofT UTEV)

    
      
      FPGA-based power converter operating with three coupled PI controls loops. 
 
 High conversion ratio, small volume and high efficiency.

    

  

  
  
  
    Neuromodulation AI ASIC (UofT X-Lab)

    
      
      Designing and implementing AI "transformer" models on FPGA with pre-processing in software and firmware. 

 Building a brain-machine interface chip running AI inside a biological brain.

    

  

  





    
      Curriculum Vitae
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      University of Toronto Electric Vehicle Lab

      

      
      
        48V-to-1V Power Converter FPGA Controller for EVs (summer 2022)

        
            
                Goal: With the EV industry's move to 48V low-voltage systems, increasingly more powerful on-board computers and decreasing costs, there is a new need for a cost- and space-effective CPU power supplies. Increasingly challenging 48V-to-1V power converter architectures require fast and transient-tolerant control loops.
                The speed of these control loops can only be achieved by dedicated hardware, prototyped on FPGAs and state-of-the-art power GaNFETs.
                The ultimate goal of this research project is to design an ASIC integrating all the silicon needed for this power converter.
                This project was part of a research internship at the University of Toronto's Electric Vehicle Research Centre (UTEV).
            


            What: Discrete demonstrator and FPGA implementation of triple coupled control loops for hybrid, dual phase 48V-to-1V power converter for automotive on-board computers.
            


            How:
              
	RTL: Verilog; design synthesis and timing analysis performed by Quartus. Running on MAX10 FPGA.
	GaNFET-based, AC-coupled auxiliary stage to handle transients + MOSFET-based, 4:1 switched-capacitor main stage to handle steady-state.
	Analog signal processing: Buffer → filter → amplifier → ADC or comparator to controlled reference.
	2 PIs + 1 PID cross-coupled, 3 SPI ADCs, 2 gating waveforms generators. 3 clock domains.


            

            
            Results: Stable control of both phases in experimental architecture at 40A steady-state and 25A transients from 24V to 52V input voltage. Efficiency of ~90%.
            


            Publication: Our paper was published at APEC, the world's leading power electronics conference.
            

            

            
        


        
          
            
          

          
            
          

        

        
          
            
          

        

      

      
      
      
        Paper is loading...

        
        assets/UTEV.pdf
        
      

      
    


    
      University of Toronto X-Lab

      

      
      
        ASIC acceleratior of AI transformer for in-ear sleep stage classification (in progress)

        
            
            Note: I am actively working on this project and updating this section as it progresses.


            Goal: Develop an AI model and its accelerator ASIC  for sleep stage classification based on a single EEG electrode. The end-product chip will be used in an earbud-type 
            device which will classify sleep stage in real-time and provide acoustic neuromodulation to treat insomnia at home.
            


            What: Design and hardware simulation (Verilog, SystemVerilog), of a re-purposed vision transformer model to prove the area and power consumption reduction benefits of running on custom hardware rather than software or firmware.
            Initial development of training, tuning, signal processing and results analysis to be performed in software (Python TensorFlow). Functional model of ASIC developed in C++.



            

              
                
                Polysomnograph showing main EEG channels and detected sleep stages (credit: Kato et al., 2012)

              

              
                
                My transformer model (~63k parameters) showing ~85% accuracy against a state-of-the-art polysomnograph using a single EEG channel.

              

            


            Challenges/Objectives:

              
	Minimize number of measurements needed: To maximize treatment potential, the solution must be as user-friendly as possible. As opposed to the ≥19 channels of state-of-the-art polysomnography, we aim to sample from a single channel.
	Maximize accuracy: This is a function of buffered data window length that can be afforded, deep learning model/system architecture, training strategies. Goal is ≥ 80% vs. polysomnography.
	Maximize power efficiency: As an in-ear device, the battery capacity will be very low (<50mAh) so this chip must use as little power as possible. Goal is ≤ 1mW for the AI portion of the ASIC.
	Maximize compute density: We want the ASIC to be as small as possible to minimize cost and meet the tight volumetric constraints of the in-ear device.


            

            
              
                
                Three-step plan to developing efficient AI hardware

              

            


            
            How:

            
	Train and evaluate model with whole-night polysomnography recordings (MASS, NSRR)
	Software (Python):

	Proof of concepts of data processing (re-sampling, data augmentation, transformation) before feeding it to a simulations
	Prototype of candidate deep learning models (TensorFlow, Numpy)
	Quantify, analyze and compare results of different approaches (power/cycles/memory consumption, pre-processing techniques)
	Also, benchmark against most promising commercial alternatibe: Small AI-accelerators such as Coral Edge TPU.


              	Software (C++):

	Develop functional model of ASIC to validate control logic and algorithm


              	Hardware (Verilog and SystemVerilog):

	Develop and verify RTL using open-source tools (Verilator, CocoTB, GTKWave)
	Develop designer's testbench using SystemVerilog
	Synthesize and simulate design with Synopsys DC


            
            

            

            Transformer model image credit: 'An Image is Worth 16x16 Words', Dosovitskiy et al., 2020

            
        

      

      
      
      
        Paper is loading...
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      Projects Portfolio

      


       
      
        Blue Sky Solar Racing - Electrical/software engineering (2020-present) + team lead (2021-2022)

        
            
            I am an active member of the University of Toronto's Blue Sky Solar Racing team, where I lead the electrical/software team. We design ultra-efficient solar cars, mainly with the goal of racing at the World Solar Challenge and spreading awareness for renewable energies. The World Solar Challenge, in October 2023, is a 3000km race through the Australian Outbacks which takes place every two years.

            

        
            
              
                
              

              
                
              

            

        
            
            


            A major project of mine is the “µMPPT” (micro Maximum Power Point Tracker) and its control software. The 5th revision of the board is shown below.

            Goal: Maximize daily energy production by reducing the bottleneck effect of partial shading and angle mismatch of solar cells. The µMPPT replaces the typical bypass diode found in solar arrays.

            

            What: Distributed power converter system for solar array consisting of 53 synchronous buck converters split into 3 series strings.

            

            How:

            
	String 5 µMPPTs (synchronous buck converters) on a board and share an output inductor for the highest efficiency. The gates are driven by the LTC7060.
	STM32L071 MCU runs incremental conductance MPPT algorithm (C) to control the PWM duty cycle of each converter. FW architecture consists of main thread spawning a compute thread for each of the µMPPTs and a UART communications thread to PC.
	Designed in Altium Designer, simulated in LTSpice and programmed in C with FreeRTOS and DMA peripherals.
	Custom GUI (Python) that displays input voltages, currents, duty cycles, and frequencies and graphs input voltages for 5 power converters. It also allows remote control of the power converter through custom UART-based communication protocol.
	To simulate solar cells (to validate MPPT algorithm), a bench power supply is controlled by a Python script to follow the IV curve of our solar cells.


            
            Results:
            
	98% electrical conversion efficiency (peak; measured).
	Simulated to produce ~6% to 11% more power than our previous car (MATLAB + Simulink). Depends on exact race route.
	Still under development, but currently at revision 5.


            
            

            
        
            
              
                
              

            

        
            
              
                
              

              
                
              

              
                
              

            

        
          
        
            
            A second project is the design of the low-voltage electrical system for our GEN12 car (to race in October 2025).

            Goal: Drastically reduce system complexity, increase reliability and reduce development/manufacturing effort.

            

            What: Centralized system based around the "BFM", controlled by a "compute-on-module" embedded Linux processor, which enables Python and remote development/debugging. A process is spawned for each subsystem, and they exchange data through a database process.

            

            How:
              
	Switch from C to Python to ease new team members into lower-level programming and maximize precious testing time.
	Choice of easy-to-solder components, single-component-side PCBs. Common footprints and, in some cases, equivalent parts of different footprints are routed in parallel for increased resiliency against semiconductor shortages.
	Designed in Altium Designer and programmed with Python's multiprocessing, threading, periphery, mypy.


            
            Results:
              
	Single software project and remote development/debugging which significantly increases productivity.
	Reduction from 24 MCUs to a single processor in GEN12 → No MCU-to-MCU communication to fail and debug and much simpler CI environment.
	Reduction from 50 PCBs to 24 PCBs in GEN12.
	Wire count reduction by ~4x by consolidating hardware and switching to rugged panel-mount to PCB connectors.


            
            

            

        
            
              
            

        
            
            Smaller projects include:

	Python programs/scripts:
	Battery automatic charge/discharge characterization
	Battery "dynamic load profile" state-of-charge characterization
	Optimal cell selection for battery module based on estimate internal impedance
	Solar cell current-voltage characterization
	Serial port telemetry data streamer to allow offline strategy program development with realistic data
	Simulation program for development of cruise control algorithm


	"Power Sense Module": Quad-channel (voltage + current, each galvanically isolated) power measurement device. Communicates over LVDS SPI. Sub-mV and μA resolution, with 150VDC max voltage and 50A max current. Accuracy 
	Lighting system for the car, reducing power consumption by ~80% over previous generation
	Electrical design of the solar array, with the objectives of minimizing illumination mismatch due to shading and placement on the 3D curvature of the top aerobody
	Simulink model to simulate the solar array at the cell level to quantitatively compare, optimize and validate solar array designs and power architectures
	LED panel for solar cell testing/validation lightbox. Total of ~900W and ~2000 SMD LEDs over ~1m2
	Various smaller and simpler boards used on the car (driver interface, communication hub, updates to previous generations of the car)


            
        
        
      

      

      
      
        Wireless Ring-Shaped Biomedical Robotic Arm Controller (2017)

        
            
            Goal: Enable patient with upper-arm disabilities but residual finger freedom of motion to control a wheelchair-mounted robotic arm.
            


            What: Flexible PCB spun around a 3D printed ring measures finger angle and Raspberry Pi runs robotic arm control algorithm remotely.
            


            How:
              
	A 9-DOF MEMS IMU is used to compute the finger’s roll, pitch and yaw angles.
	MSP430F5528 microcontroller communicates with the IMU through I2C and sends the data to a Raspberry Pi base station using the nRF24L01.
	The robotic arm is controlled through C++ APIs provided by the manufacturer.
	Flexible PCB designed in EAGLE.


            
            Results:
            
	The controller achieves smooth and repeatable wireless control of a robotic arm.
	Presented as a poster at two conferences (IEEE EMBC and IEEE LSC).
	Won the first prize for the yearly provincial project presentation at Polytechnique Montréal (ReSMiQ Innovation Day).


            
            
        


        
          
            
          

          
             Demo of the prototype


            
              
            

          

        


        
          
            
              EMBC_IMU_Robotic_Arm_Ring.pdf
            
          

          
            
          
      
        

      

      

      
      
        Incremental Conductance Control Loop on FPGA (2022)

        
            
              Goal: Operate strings of PV solar cells at their maximum power point by matching the string’s conductance with its instantaneous incremental conductance through control of the duty cycle of the power converter. The control loop increases the duty cycle if the incremental conductance is greater than the conductance and decreases the duty cycle if it is smaller. Side goals are:
                
	Further skills and gain experience in FPGA design flow and the Altera MAX10 platform.
	Compare implementation of control loop in C (on STM32) vs. hardware.


            
            What: Implementation of the “incremental conductance” control loop, used in solar array buck power converters, on an FPGA.
            


            How: Written in Verilog, implemented on an Altera MAX10 FPGA. Developed in Quartus Prime.
              
	3 PLLs, 2 ADC channels, a PWM signal generator, 4 hex displays, a 5-state FSM and a digital logic (sequential + combinational) decision tree.
	1709 logic elements.
	Max. frequency of 49MHz. ADC runs at 10MHz.


            
            

            
            Results: Successful implementation of the incremental conductance algorithm on FPGA. The demo below shows a DE10 development board feeding its PWM output directly to the gate driver of a custom-designed solar power converter (“µMPPT”; discussed in the Blue Sky Solar Racing section). The buck power converter is supplied by test solar cells under LED illumination and feeds a constant resistance load. The PV cell’s current is plotted on the oscilloscope. It can be seen that the FPGA increases the duty cycle (resulting in a larger output current as the output voltage increases) until it hits maximum power.
            

            

            
        

        
        
          
            
          

        

        
          
            
          

        

      

      

      
      
        Prusa Research MK52 Heatbed Power Consumption Calculator (2018)

        
            
                Goal: To program a data processor which estimates the total power dissipated by the MK52 heatbed from the Prusa Research i3 MK3 3D printer to evaluate the maximum temperature based on PSU capabilities.
                


                What: MATLAB GUI to visualize the temperature profile on the heated bed of an FDM 3D printer. From thermal images, it can estimate power consumption and can be augmented to output a normalized “impedance map” to design a new heatbed with more even temperature distribution. Prints are subject to wrapping in the corners if the temperature is lower.
                


                How: This GUI calculator reads 153,600 data points from two thermal imaging files and, using the heatbed dimensions, its emissivity and the ambient temperature, computes the total power dissipated by radiation and convection.
                
	Radiated power is computed using the Stefan-Boltzmann equation.
	The Grashof, Prandtl, Rayleigh and Nusselt numbers, the convection heat transfer and radiated heat are computed for each of the points in a finite element analysis-like fashion and the total power loss is computed using a 3D Riemann sum.


                
                Results: The GUI effectively displays the temperature profile and confirms that temperature is lower on the corners and edges. It computes the radiated power within 20% of the measured electrical power consumption.
                

              
        

        
        
          
            
          

          
            
          

          
            
          

        

        
      

      

      
      
        
          Lithium-Ion Cell Research “Centrifuge” (2018-2019)

          
              
          Goal: Apply a 5g centripetal force to 18650 lithium-ion cells while electrochemically cycling them for accelerated stress testing (AST) to study the potential long-term degradation induced by gravity on liquid-electrolyte lithium-ion cells.

          

          What: Large “centrifuge wheel” driven by servo motor with onboard constant-current load and charge circuit for 18650 Li-ion cells.


          How:
            
	Custom PCBA with adjustable constant current load (controlled by SPI DAC) and constant current-constant voltage cell charger (I2C-controlled BQ24296 from TI). ATMega328 controls charge/discharge cycles and controls motor.
	Programmed (C) to spin cells for a centrifugal force up to 5g and until cells are cycled for a pre-determined number of times.
	Can recover from total power loss by storing variables in EEPROM.
	NEMA23 servo motor driving machined flywheel (5mm aluminium).
	Mechanical: Autodesk Fusion 360, PCB: EAGLE.


          

          
          Results: Data collected was used in research paper studying the effect of gravity on the longevity of lithium-ion cells used in large-scale energy storage. Over ~200 charge/discharge cycles, no significant difference was observed between cells that were spun and cells that weren’t.
          

          

          

      
          
            
              
            

      
            
              
            

          

      
          
              
          

      

      
      
          
      

      

      
      
        
            
                
            

            
                
            

        

      

      

      
    















